
 
 

 
Introducing the 2014 AGTA Spectrum Awards™ Judges 

 
The American Gem Trade Association is pleased to announce its panel of judges for the 2014 AGTA 
Spectrum Awards™.  Each year AGTA assembles an expert panel from different facets of the 
industry to judge the Spectrum Awards jewelry design and gemstone competition, and this year is no 
exception.  The judges are: 
 
Jennifer McCurry, Fine Jewelry Buyer/Retailer, Marissa Collections 
Jennie Ma, Fashion and Beauty Editor, The Knot 
Barbara Heinrich, Manufacturer, Barbara Heinrich Studio 
John Hatleberg, Lapidarist, Big Gems 
Jose Hess, Designer, Fashion Institute of Technology 
   
The AGTA Spectrum Awards is the world’s premier colored gemstone and pearl jewelry design 
competition.  For thirty years it has served as the benchmark for jewelry designers.  The competition 
is open to U.S. and Canadian designers and cutters. 
 
The deadline for the 2014 competition is this Friday, September 20th.  All entry forms must be 
submitted by this date.  N.Y.-area entrants may drop off their finished pieces on October 1st, at the 
offices of Intercolor, 48 W. 48th St., Suite 800, from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm. Entry forms and information 
can be found at www.agta.org/awards. 
 

Meet the Judges: 
 
 Jennifer McCurry 

Jennifer McCurry has been the fine jewelry expert and buyer at Marissa 
Collections in Naples, Florida since 2007.  
 A 1998 GIA graduate jeweler gemologist and a 2006 Fashion Group 
International nominee for Rising Star Award in jewelry design, Jennifer has 
had both an accomplished career in wholesale and in retail, specializing in 
diamonds, colored gemstones and estate jewelry. 
 Jennifer was a co-owner of an estate jewelry store in Naples, before starting 
to work with the founders of Marissa Collections and helped establish a 
"showcase" of fine jewelry designers within the renowned high-end fashion 
emporium. Time also spent assisting Marissa Hartington in buying designer 
Ready-to-Wear and accessories provided her a unique ability to personalize 
the styling of fine jewelry with current high fashion for client’s individual 
lifestyle.   

In 2012, Marissa Collections opened their 1,400-square-foot "Fine Jewelry Gallery" featuring 
approximately 20 of the world’s top jewelry designers, many of them Couture Show exhibitors.  
Jennifer recently participated on a panel alongside fellow retailers, designers and jewelry editors to 
judge at the 2013 Las Vegas Couture Design Awards. 
 
 

http://www.agta.org/awards


 
 

 
 
 
Jennie Ma 

 
Jennie Ma is the Fashion and Beauty Editor for The Knot. As Fashion 
and Beauty Editor, Jennie is responsible for everything and anything to 
do with style and beauty; from accessories to bridal fashion to couture 
jewelry, makeup and fitness for The Knot magazine, both regional and 
national, as well as TheKnot.com. She is responsible for producing 
and styling photo-driven features for The Knot magazine.  
Jennie has been a popular source for wedding fashion and bridal party 
trends and has also appeared on Today, Good Morning America, 
Entertainment Tonight and local news segments across the country. 
Likewise, reporters from prestigious publications often turn to her for 
her fashion and style expertise. 
Jennie graduated from New York University with a degree in Finance 
and International Business and holds a graduate degree from Yale 

University in East Asian Studies. Previous to The Knot, Jennie hosted and produced a TV show in 
Shanghai about fashion and culture and worked as a story producer on documentary production in 
New York, including a documentary where she followed the band, Bon Jovi, for a year.  
 
 
 
Barbara Heinrich 

Barbara Heinrich finds inspiration in many forms of art, nature, 
architecture and music. There is no limit to what can trigger the 
creative flow for her. Making jewelry transforms the images and ideas 
in her mind into material form, bringing her spirited designs to life as 
wearable pieces of art. 
Barbara’s work is hand-fabricated directly in her studio. Using mainly 
traditional goldsmith techniques and tools, she and her team of 
talented and professionally trained jewelers create pieces that display 
the unique multi-textured finishes in 18 karat gold that Barbara has 
become known and recognized for. She combines colorful precious 
stones with the soft nature of brushed gold to create pieces of jewelry 
that embody the union between classic and contemporary design. 
Barbara studied jewelry and hollowware design in Germany after 
completing a formal goldsmithing apprenticeship. After completing her 

degree at Pforzheim College of Design, Barbara came to the United States and completed her 
Masters of Fine Art at Rochester Institute of Technology. She immediately opened Barbara Heinrich 
Studio and has been successfully operating her business for over 25 years. 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
John Hatleberg 

John Hatleberg is the world authority on creating exact replicas of 
famous diamonds.  These diamonds are his passion.  Always working 
with the actual gems, he has created replicas of the Hope, Centenary, 
Dresden Green, Eureka, Shah Jahan Table Cut, Excelsior I , McLean-
Duchess of Windsor, Koh-i-Noor, Jonker, Light of Peace, Blue Lily, 
Wittelsbach-Graff and French Blue Diamonds.  
DeBeers, the Smithsonian Institution, The Natural History Museum 
London, the South African government and the Dresden Green Vaults 
have all invited him to work with their diamonds as have prominent 
jewelers including Cartier, Chopard, Thomas Farber, William Goldberg, 
Laurence Graff, Harry Winston, JAR, and Robert Mouawad.   
Hatleberg is known for his conceptual approach to working with 
gems.  This has led him to laser pure gold tattoos, create holograms on 
gems, make Hope Diamond Chocolates using the actual diamond for 

the mold, vaporize diamonds to create diamond air and facet gems based on star charts.  His work 
has been exhibited across the country and internationally including the Natural History Museum 
London, Museum National d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris, the Tokyo National Science Museum and the 
Abu Dhabi Cultural Foundation. 
His private client jewelry has been featured in Vogue, Paris Vogue, W, Elle, Town and Country and 
Vanity Fair. 
 
 
 
Jose Hess 

Jewelry designer, artist and craftsman, Jose Hess possesses a talent 
for creating original, contemporary jewelry that dazzles with diamonds. 
Jose is a driving force on the international design circuit. Master 
goldsmith, designer and gemologist, Hess' roots and career path 
portray an artist and entrepreneur whose vision, sense of style and 
quality standards continue to keep him in the forefront of American 
jewelry design.  
A leader and active proponent of American jewelry design, Hess 
concentrates in creating branded collections. 
Today, Jose mentors emerging designers by teaching jewelry design at 
the Fashion Institute of Technology, works as a consultant to jewelry 
companies in the United States and abroad to help them improve their 
design and manufacturing methods, and designs a Jose Hess brand 

collection of jewelry which is featured on television, with Jose doing the presentations live on air. 
 
 


